
ARTEFACT BOOKS™ brings you a pocket-sized companion with no limits.  
A new product from the same folks who brought you INFOMAP

CONTINUE THE TRADITION 
 

LEAVE YOUR LEGACY 
 

WRITE IN STONE

Our mission is to become Africa´s primary producer of stone-paper, tree-free, 
waterproof, eco-friendly notebooks for the modern global traveller and thinker. 
We produce quality, design-orientated note books, inspired by the landscape 

 of this ancient continent and humanity´s shared history upon it. 

Following our ancestors who spread from Africa across the globe, our eyes  
are firmly fixed on the horizon - to take Artefact Books™ to the world. 
We are committed to growing through innovation,creativity, quality and great 

design that meets our clients´ needs and improves our users´ experience. 

We are a small independent family owned company, based in Cape Town,  
with an international team. We have been involved in publishing and  
producing travel publications since 1983, and have many years of experience 
in visual arts and design. Our team is passionate about travel, Africa,  

the wilderness and living stories worth telling.

We believe in the age-old manner of writing by hand, which continues to play 
a fundamental role in society and in shaping our memories. The act of writing 
and creating - and the keeping of physical records - is a human necessity; 
coexisting with, and complementary to the use of technology. We have evidence 
of our ancestral identity, lifestyle and travels, left behind through artefacts. 
This legacy allows us a glimpse into our shared human history. What would 
you leave behind? What would you do now … to give shape to your joys, fears, 
memories and your most brilliant ideas? How would you share these with the 

people that matter most? 

http://www.infomap.co.za/


ARTEFACT BOOKS™ brings you notebooks adapted to your lifestyle. A pocket 
sized companion with no limits. Use it in the wild or concrete jungle, in a snow 
storm or searing heat, in your secret hideout or studio, in your car or on your 
boat, in a meeting or at your bedside, on the beach or in the shower, on the trail 
or under water. Made for the modern, conscious human; bringing you the best  
of ancient tools and cutting edge innovation - this product is made  

for the neo Sapien. Welcome to the New Stone Age.

Our notebooks are created for travelling and everyday use, for local and international 
customers with an eye for contemporary, quality African design. Our materials, 
design and intrinsic values are unique, offering a locally made, environmentally 
conscious, waterproof and durable alternative to traditional notebooks. Using 
this singular product canvas we present 3 ranges appealing to a wide variety  

of needs and aesthetics:

NEO-PETRIC 
This range presents an alternative to the traditional uni-colour notebook. It shows 
an unobtrusive, African colour palatte with subtle stone textures and references to 

travelling off the beaten track. 

NEO-ICONIC 
This range is a bold manifestation of African icons, symbols and colour, offering a 

memento of this creative continent. 
 

NEO-TERIC 
This range showcases contemporary African designs and local designers,  offering a 

space to redefine African aesthetic. 

Collectable and archivable. ARTEFACT BOOKS™ standards make our notebooks ideal 
collectables. Look out for regular new designs and limited editions!

tell your story / write in stone



Available at retailers nation wide and through our ONLINE SHOP 
For queries email orders@artefactbooks.com

OUR BOOKS HAVE BEEN CREATED WITH
PERFECT DIMENSIONS - our pocket sized books are ideal for 

carrying with you wherever you go. 

TECHNICAL ENGINEERING - our ROUNDED CORNERS are 
easy to insert into your pocket. The SINGLE BINDING and  
FLEXIBLE COVER allows for ‘lay flat’ and back to back use.  
It´s SILKY FEEL and HIGH QUALITY FINISHES provide an  

enjoyable writing experience. 

DESIGN AESTHETICS - our COLOURS are inspired by the  
AFRICAN LANDSCAPE. Our GRAPHICS express our commitment 
to showcase CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN CREATIVITY and 
appreciation for our SHARED HUMAN HERITAGE. Our CLEAN 
LINES and UNOBTRUSIVE look offers a tasteful canvas for you  

to make your mark.
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PRODUCED IN SOUTH AFRICA, INSPIRED BY AFRICA - the Cradle 
of Humanity, and an International Design Hub.

MADE FROM STONE AND LOW IMPACT - our paper is TREE-FREE, 
ACID FREE, RECYCLABLE, PHOTO-DEGRADABLE, requires NO 
WATER (save water / no waste water contaminants) for production, 
and uses LOW ENERGY (25-50% less per ton than a ton of pulp 

paper) in production.

WATERPROOF - our books are fully waterproof. They don’t  
disintegrate or warp, and your notes won’t run or smudge when 

exposed to (or submerged in) water. 

DURABLE - our books are designed to hold up in EXTREME 
TEMPERATURES, and are FIBRELESS to avoid tearing at the folds.

ARCHIVABLE - because your stories are worth keeping, our materials 
are INSECT RESISTANCE, ACID FREE with have NEUTRAL PH. 
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UNIQUE PRODUCT VALUES

http://www.infomap.co.za/
mailto:orders%40artefactbooks.com?subject=I%27d%20like%20to%20order%20ARTEFACT%20Notebooks







